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ABSTRACT 

 

Fibre Channel (FC) is a high-speed data transfer technology used in communication 

between storage subsystems and computing devices commonly called Storage Area Networks 

(SAN). A Fibre Channel over TCP/IP enables the connection of FC-SANs isolated by IP 

networks. This thesis examines the FCIP protocol which is used as FC SAN extensions for SANs 

geographically separated by Wide Area IP networks. The performance of synchronous mirroring 

is examined between two SAN islands when operating though an IP network. A mathematical 

model is developed based on a series of experiments which denotes the characteristics of the 

FCIP protocol under the presence of varying load mixed IP traffics such as voice and video. The 

author also investigates performance improvement mechanisms using Multi-Protocol Label 

Switching (MPLS) and IP Quality of Service (QoS). The application of IP QoS to classify data 

based on priority is used to differentiate mission-critical applications and to apply the appropriate 

priority schemes. The use of MPLS enables core networks to function with a packet exchange 

speed closer to that offered by layer 2 switching. This thesis presents a comparison of the real 

time values against the modeled values. The performance boost observed using IP QoS and 

MPLS is also presented in this study. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this data-centric environment existing today, it is evident that digital content created is 

growing exceptionally fast. According to a study by EMC and IDC [1], digital information is 

expected to grow fiftyfold in the coming decade. This exceptional data growth reveals a need for 

good handling techniques for data at rest as well as in flight Organizations must maintain and 

protect their digital data content to guarantee business continuity, meet global mobility 

requirements, and ensure compliance with data retention and recovery regulations. Individuals, 

enterprises and institutions generate critical pieces of information every single second. They rely 

on stable storage systems to access information promptly and continuously. With the extensive 

transformation of businesses to the online market and the emergence of cloud platforms, 

businesses and institutions strive to avoid loss of data access which directly translates to loss of 

revenue. 

1.1 Introduction to Storage Area Networks 

The limited nature of directly attached storage in regard to the ability of the servers to 

manage enormous amount of data is a huge organizational burden. In a directly attached 

scenario, unallocated storage space not used by one server cannot be used by other servers which 

led to Centralized storage. Centralized storage also suffered from the impacts of growing data 

due to its limited scalability, performance and availability. The aforementioned limitations of 

centralized storage systems called for a new paradigm in data storage and data storage 

management systems. Storage Area Networks (SAN) define the interconnection standards of 

servers with storage subsystems that overcome the limitations of both directly attached and 

centralized storage systems. SANs are types of networks that exist behind servers and are 
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separated from LANs or WANs. They are characterized by serial transport, which enables long 

distance communication with high data rates, rich addressing schemes that handle multiple 

interconnects layered architecture, and the fair sharing of network resources. They also provide 

high availability and fast recovery from catastrophic disasters via data replication, alternate 

paths, and backup [2]. SANs predominantly use Fibre Channel (FC) protocol to transport SCSI 

commands from initiators to targets.  SANs are normally supported using American National 

Standards Institute (ANSI) defined Fibre Channel technology that can cover a distance of 10km 

without utilizing an external network [3]. 

 

Figure 1.1 Storage Area Networks Architecture 

The initial design of SANs reveals a more centralized architecture limited to buildings or 

Campus Area Networks. This geographical narrowness maximized the vulnerability of SANs to 
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natural disasters like earthquakes and floods, and man-made disasters such as physical 

interference or cyber-attacks. Extending the SANs geographically has become a major factor 

both in federal regulations and business continuity/disaster recovery policies of enterprises and 

institutions. Different protocols have emerged throughout the development of technology to 

make extensions of SANs over MANs and WANs a reality. Of the protocols highly used to date, 

iSCSI, FCIP and iFCP protocols take the lion’s share.  

1.2 Problem Description 

Extending SANs geographically is never an easy task to achieve. The selection and 

design of extension solutions involves the selection of transport media, network constraints, a 

remote site with matching capabilities to the primary site and application performance. Thus end-

to-end networking and transport mechanisms constitute critical metrics to ensure that SAN 

extensions work over large geographic areas [3]. To minimize these effects, the FC_BB_IP 

recommends the use of QoS for preferential treatment of FCIP traffic [4]. In this thesis, the 

author considers SANs islands interconnected using the FCIP protocol which carry the major 

task of mirroring and replicating data from the primary site to the remote site. The underlying IP 

network to be used for the SAN extension uses the best effort mechanism to transport data and it 

is mostly deemed impractical for mission critical applications. Within this research work, the 

author presents a mathematical model for inter-site synchronous mirroring under unreliable (best 

effort) IP networks. The author also proposes optimal QoS requirements to ensure mission 

critical applications use network resources optimally. These requirements play an important role 

especially with bandwidth intensive next generation traffic like video, voice, and multi-media 

data. Evaluation of the QoS model is also presented and compared to the analytical model to 

determine the optimal use of available network resources. 
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1.3 Significance of this thesis 

Organizations with large data centers rely on the robustness of FC-SANs to satisfy their 

storage system and SAN requirements. The reliability of IP networks is increasing with time and 

keeps developing with the growth of the internet. Datacenters are thus leaning towards the use of 

IP networks to interconnect FC-SANs over different geographical locations. There has not been 

much study on the modeling and the impact of using an IP network to expand data centers across 

greater distances. The use of different QoS modes is not also covered in regard to the extension 

of FC-SANs over IP networks. In this research work, the author has thoroughly studied remote 

mirroring between geographically separated data centers and their impact on other internet 

traffics that use IP networks. Given the vast implementation of FC-SANs and the limited study in 

the field, the author has focused on using FCIP protocol as a model for the IP-SAN extension 

protocol. This research work also simplifies future studies by presenting a mathematical model 

which simplifies both resource allocation and further studies. 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

The thesis is outlined as follows for the rest of the documentation. Chapter 2 presents a 

brief overview of storage area networks, IP extensions for SANs, the FCIP protocol, and IP QoS 

mechanisms. Chapter 3 presents research work conducted on IP-SAN extensions, QoS in SANs, 

and IP QoS mechanisms. Chapter 4 presents the detailed setup and the tools used to simulate real 

world scenarios. The raw results from the experiment are also presented here. Chapter 5 presents 

the mathematical model derived from the results presented in the test bed setup. It also presents 

the results with QoS mechanisms applied to the setup and the comparison of results. Chapter 6 

offers the conclusion and the prospects for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FC-SANs AND FCIP PROTOCOL 

 

2.1 Fibre Channel Storage Area Networks (FC-SANs) 

Information is the basic resource for all computing activities. Information is stored and 

accessed by higher level applications running on workstations, hosts and servers [5]. SNIA 

defines Storage Area Network (SAN) as a high performance network with the main duty of 

providing communication between hosts and storage devices. Usually SANs have networks 

behind servers. SANs consist of components such as servers, client workstations, disk arrays, 

disk drives, tape drives, and various data communication and exchange equipment [6].  

Fibre channel is a technology standard used to transport data from one end of the network 

to another end at high speed. The fibre channel network comprises two or more components 

interconnected in a scheme known as topology [5, 6]. Prior to the emergence of fibre channel 

technology, communication between servers and disk subsystems was conducted using parallel 

buses that transported SCSI commands and data. Parallel buses suffered a lot from skew due to a 

propagation delay between buses. These issues led to the limited speed, limited deployment 

distance, and the availability of parallel buses. Termination of SCSI buses is also a complex 

operation which leads mostly to communication errors and failures. 

Due to the serial nature of data transmission on fibre channels, problems that arose as a 

result of skew have been solved. It has also led to greater flexibility in deploying the fibre cable 

over long distances without sacrificing high speed transfer rates. Serial transfer is characterized 

by its simple cabling and connector requirements which enable routing of information through 

switched networks, operation over long distances, and integration with WANs though high speed 

gateways. Fibre channel provides greater flexibility due to the nature of communication where 
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information flows only between two nodes, an initiator and a target, where a node can be 

anything which that operates with the same protocol with the other node. 

The fibre channel architecture is based on a layered approach like that of its OSI 

counterpart. It is broken down to five layers which, by themselves, allow development of one 

layer over the other while being independent of adjacent layers. 

 

Figure 2.1 Fibre Channel Levels 

The detailed structure and function of each layer shown in the figure 2.1 is presented in a 

bottom-up approach as follows. 

2.1.1. FC-0 Physical Interface 

The fibre channel FC-0 level describes the physical interfaces such as transmission 

media, data rates, transmitters and receivers, and interfaces. This layer also defines various 

physical interface types that include both optical fiber and copper transmission systems. These 

alternatives offer a diverse range of performance, cost, carrier distance, and noise resistance.  

Communication between ports of two fibre channel nodes is carried out using a link 

which consists of two fibre cables. Each of the fibre cables is used either for transmitting or 
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receiving information from the other end. Thus the receiver of one node will connect to the 

transmitter of the other end node and vice versa. Since FC-0 by itself does not determine 

improper bit patterns, jitter caused by transmitters, cables, and connectors cause the signal 

quality degradation, thus affecting data rates significantly.  

For communication purpose, fibre channel is widely deployed using optical fiber cable. 

Light pulses carry the information to be transmitted, usually characterized by turning light pulses 

on and off for “1” and “0”. Sources of light are usually LEDs or lasers. In optical fiber cabling, 

the internal diameter of the cables and the signal wavelength are usually matched. Single-mode 

optical fibers have a typical core diameter of 9 micrometer; they are usually used for long 

distance communication. Multi-mode fibers have a core diameter of either 50 or 62.5 

micrometers. They are mostly used for shorter and intermediate distance communication. It is 

also important to note that the transmission rates used have an inverse proportionality with the 

distance supported [7]. 

Due to lower cost, electrical links are also gaining in popularity. Single ended electrical 

links use coaxial cables while the most popular ones, differential links, use shielded twisted 

pairs. Given the vital nature of this layer for all level communications, media conversion plays a 

significant role in facilitating interconnection to fabric switches or arbitrated loop hubs on a node 

to node basis. Various media converters are used widely to ensure smooth communications, 

including GBIC (Giga Bit Interface Converter), SFP (Small Form factor Pluggable), MIA 

(Media Interface Adapters) and GLM (Gigabit Link Module) [3].  
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2.1.2 FC-1 Encode/Decode and Link Control 

Before sending data out to the node on the other end of the topology, the sender performs 

data encoding. The receiver will also do decoding before pushing data up to the upper layers. 

The FC-1 level of the fibre channel defines data encoding/decoding, start /end of frame 

identification, and operation of link level initialization and resets [6, 8]. 

The FC-1 level uses an encoding/decoding scheme known as 8b/10b which signifies the 

use of 10 data bit outputs from the encoder for every 8 data bit input. Use of encoding provides 

efficient ways of error detection, a rich set of special characters not used by 8-bit data space, and 

simple implementations. The encoding and decoding process is conducted on a part-by-part basis 

using algorithmically or table consultations. The process of encoding 8b/10b is done in two 

steps; the initial step consists of encoding the first 5bits to 6bits and the second step of encoding 

the remaining 3bits to 4bits. A complete list of encoding/decoding table with data and special 

characters listing can be found on the ANSI FC-PH specification on [9]. 

In fibre channel technology, signaling and controlling is conducted using a transmission 

of words. A word is an ordered set of four transmission characters which consist of the initial 

special character and three valid data byte characters [6, 9]. The FC-PH specification defines 

three types of ordered sets: Frame Delimiters, Primitive Signals, and Primitive Sequences. 

Frame delimiters specify a range of delimiter functions which identify SOF (Start-of-

Frame) and EOF (End-of-Frame). SOF indicates an advanced warning for the receiver that the 

sender is about to start transmitting information. It also defines different classes of service 

associated with the specific communication between the two end nodes. EOF indicates various 

stages terminal to data transmission between the sender and the receiver. It indicates if 

connection should be discontinued or the frame sent is the last frame in a given sequence. Invalid 

EOF frames are also a good indicator of error in communication between end nodes.  
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Primitive signals are mainly used to signal events. There were initially two primitive 

signal definitions on the FC-PH standard, but the number grew to about 18 on the new FC-AL 

FC-PH2 and FC-PH3 specifications to accommodate arbitrated loop standards, clock 

synchronizations, and virtual circuit flow. Primitive sequences are used for link initialization, 

resets, and failure related signaling. Before a primitive sequence is regarded as suitable by the 

receiving end, the same ordered sets need to be received three times. FC-PH defines four 

primitive sequences and the FC-AL standard has added more sets to the list to manage looping 

operations [6, 9, 10, 11, 12]. 

2.1.3 FC-2 Fibre Channel Transport 

The FC-2 level of fibre channel architecture is the core definition of how content and 

information is delivered and how that delivery is controlled and managed. This part of the FC 

standard discusses login session management between ports, the use of exchanges to manage 

transactions, information flow from node to node using sequences of frames, frame formats 

which are the basic units of data transfer, classes of service used during a session, 

acknowledgment, flow control, and error processing. 

Information exchanged between two nodes in a fibre channel is carried in a data structure 

format called frame presented in figure 2.2. As most protocol based communications do, the 

fibre channel frame specifies a frame format which includes the packaging of payload data, 

frame header, start and end of frame, and error checking characters. The fibre channel standard 

puts a maximum amount of 2112bytes on the data field in order to limit, transmit, and receive 

buffers of ports in communication. Even if the upper limit is 2112bytes of payload data, there is 

no lower limit of payload that can be carried on a given frame, thus setting the limit in the 

payload field anywhere from 0byes to 2112 bytes [6, 9]. 
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Figure 2.2 The Fibre Channel Frame. 

The Routing Control Field (R_CTL) contains routing and information bits which can be 

used with the TYPE field to identify frame routing, data routing, and addressing functions. Every 

fibre channel port in a given entity consists of a native identifier address designated as the 

N_Port identifier. Based on the topology in use, each node acquires an N_Port ID through either 

the FLOGI process for fabric topology, during the PLOGI process on point-to-point topology, or 

during loop initialization, if an arbitrated loop is used. These N_Port IDs will in turn be used as 

the Source_ID and Destination_ID based on the node’s role as a sender or a receiver.  

Nodes interchange information using sequences of frames; either using a single frame-

sequence or using multiple sequences of frames, depending whether or not the size of the 

information to be transmitted fits in a single frame or needs to be broken down into multiple 

frames. SEQ_ID is used to associate frames to the sequence they belong, while the SEQ_CNT 
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indicates the position of the frame in a sequence which helps to verify the frames are received 

accordingly and for acknowledgment purposes. 

Different functions are performed one by one using exchanges, which are streams of 

multiple sequences flowing from one node to the other. When a port starts communication to 

another port, it first creates an exchange to contain the subsequent transactions to follow. The 

originator then assigns a unique identifier called an Originator Exchange ID (OX_ID) and the 

responder will respond with Responder Exchange ID (RX_ID). The responder includes both 

OX_ID and RX_ID in every frame exchanged between the nodes [6] [13]. 

Different types of applications require various delivery mechanisms, ranging from 

guaranteed delivery and guaranteed amount of bandwidth to latency determination and 

connection schemes, which are a few of the ranging requirements. The fibre channel standard has 

six types of delivery options called classes of service. 

Class 1: 

When Class 1 is used between nodes, it establishes a dedicated connection and assigns 

full bandwidth to this part of the communication. Since full bandwidth is used in this service, 

nodes cannot engage in different communications with new nodes until the current session is 

terminated and the dedicated connection disconnected. This is highly reliable service with in-

order delivery and acknowledgments [5, 8]. 

Class 2: 

Class 2 is connectionless service with notification of delivered frames or non-delivered 

frames. Due to the absence of a dedicated connection in this class of service, a node is free to 

engage with multiple nodes. It is important to note that this service does not guarantee bandwidth 

allocation or delivery. Frames are forwarded as bandwidth permits and delay may be experienced 

due to congestion on the network [5, 8].  
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Class 3: 

Class 3 service does not provide delivery confirmation nor does it provide notification of 

non-delivery. As with Class 2, Class 3 does not allocate bandwidth for communication and there 

is no connection setup or teardown. This class of service highly resembles an IP datagram 

service since frames delivered could be received out of order [5, 8].  

Class 4: 

This class of service provides fractional bandwidth reservation by setting up a virtual 

circuit between sender and receiver. There is confirmation of delivery and non-delivery 

associated with each exchange. In-order delivery of frames in also guaranteed in this class of 

service. Latency is also bound to the amount predetermined within the QoS parameters used 

during the connection setup [5, 6]. 

Class 6: 

For a single node trying to establish connection to multiple nodes at a time, this service 

provides class 1-like service with multicast functionality. The node wishing to transmit to 

multiple nodes sets up a dedicated connection with a multicast fabric server which in turn sets up 

a dedicated connection with each of the other nodes that will be part of the multicast. The 

multicast server plays an important role in relaying acknowledgment to and from the nodes [5, 8] 

Class F: 

According to the FC-SW-2 switch fabric standard, class F service provides a service 

highly similar to class 2 in functionality. The only difference between class 2 and class F is that 

class F service is used for switch-to-switch links which are usually called Inter Switch Links 

(ISLs) while class 2 is for node to node [14]. 
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2.1.4 FC-3 Common Service 

The FC-3 layer of the fibre channel standard operates between the FC-4 and FC-2 layers 

of the fibre channel architecture. This layer is not well defined in terms of functionality and 

implementation. The services currently defined deal with multiple ports on a node or a fabric. 

The most common services defined, yet mostly not used for this layer include data encryption, 

data striping (used to multiply bandwidth using parallel transmission), multipath, data 

compression, mirroring, and Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID). Due to the limited 

use, this layer is considered to be a place holder for new functionalities yet to be implemented.  

2.1.5 FC-4: Protocol Mapping 

The robust nature of the fibre channel protocol makes it suitable to be used as a transport 

mechanism for channel based protocols as well as network based protocols. It also allows both 

protocols to be transported using the same physical interface concurrently. The FC-4 layer of the 

fibre channel protocol defines a number of mappings to support protocols such as SCSI, IP, IPI, 

IEEE 802.2 and other similar mappings. The most common example used in this layer is the FCP 

(Fibre Channel Protocol) which maps SCSI level commands over the FC. The FCP protocol uses 

mappings in the FC-4 layer to transmit SCSI data, status, and command information between 

targets and initiators.  

Before introducing different mechanisms that can be used to extend FC-SANs over a 

geographical area, we need to consider a few points regarding topologies and ports used in FC-

SANs. Most fibre channel networks use one of the three topologies such as point-to-point, 

arbitrated loop or switched fabric. In point-to-point topology, only two nodes can exchange 

information by fully utilizing the link between them. When two nodes are engaged in point-to-

point communication, the media cannot be shared in order to be used with other nodes. 
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The other topology often used in fibre channel networks is the arbitrated loop topology. 

FC-AL is a shared medium topology which used arbitration protocol to manage access through 

the loop. When a node wins the arbitration, it creates a point-to-point communication between 

the destinations it desires to coordinate. Data frames are forwarded within the loop until they 

reach the destination. Once the communication is over, the loop point-to-point communication 

will be torn down and it will be ready for another round of arbitration for new nodes looking for 

loop access. 

The most common topology in use is called switched fabric topology. In a switched 

fabric topology, nodes connected to the switch are granted access to full bandwidth despite the 

number of nodes connected to the fabric switch. Multiple fabrics can be interconnected to further 

expand the capacity of the network. The addition of nodes to the fabric does not impact other 

nodes as compared to arbitrated loop topology, where new nodes impact the loop participants. 

Of the most common port types encountered in FC topologies, N_Port defines a node 

port which is used to connect a node to a fabric or another node. F_Port is capable of connecting 

to an N_Port node and to the fabric switch. E_Port is used as an expansion port to specifically 

interconnect two switched via an Inter switch Link (ISL). FL_Port and NL_Ports have an added 

functionality of working in loop topologies while preserving N_port and F_Port functionalities.  

2.2 FC-SAN Extensions 

Storage Area Networks implemented in one location usually need to be extended to a 

remote location to ensure risk of data loss is minimized and recovery can be performed when 

disaster happens. There have been many solutions introduced to facilitate the extension of SANs 

over MANs and WANs. Of the alternatives provided, optical and TCP/IP-based extensions are 

the two main technologies in use. Optical based alternatives include dark fibre, CWDM, and 

DWDM alternatives while TCP/IP-based alternatives include FCIP, iFCP and iSCSI. 
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2.2.1 Optical alternatives 

Dark Fibre: 

This is one of the less sophisticated yet the most expensive solution to extend SANs over 

a distance. Two fabric switches on the other end of the SANs are connected directly using a fibre 

channel link with a dedicated fibre cable. Due to limitations in the direct connect technology they 

are mostly not suitable for longer distance extensions.  

CWDM/DWDM: 

Coarse/Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing is optical transport technology to 

extend the transmission distance by multiplexing light signals of multiple wavelengths with a 

single fibre thus reducing the fibre count. C/DWDM systems require specialized multiplexers 

and de-multiplexers that can combine and split light waves of different wavelengths. C/DWDM 

technologies also require transceivers which can generate light waves of different wavelengths. 

In a SAN extension, a single C/DWDM link can be used to aggregate multiple Inter Switch 

Links (ISLs) between primary and remote sites to be connected over a distance [7]. 

FC-SONET/SDH: 

Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET) and Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) are 

digital data transmission standards over optical networks through metropolitan and wide area 

enterprise networks. SONET and SDH are high speed, connection oriented services with a 

dedicated site to site connection, and are latency deterministic. They are mostly suited for 

mission critical enterprise networks and are implemented according to ITU-T standards.
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2.2.2 TCP/IP Based Alternatives: 

iFCP: 

Internet Fibre Channel protocol (iFCP), as stated on RFC4172, is “a gateway-to-gateway 

protocol that provides fibre channel fabric services to fibre channel devices over TCP/IP.” The 

main concept behind the implementation of the iFCP protocol is to deliver a virtual fibre channel 

fabric platform to entities in a fibre channel network over an existing TCP/IP network. iFCP is 

effectively expressed as a tunnel between two F_Ports over a TCP/IP network [15]. 

The endpoint connecting iFCP sessions is called a gateway. The gateway provides an FC-

to-FC device mapping by creating a session between two interacting gateways. Given the fact 

that the iFCP getaway provides communication between a pair of fibre channel node devices, it 

only transports device-to-device information in a given session, thus effectively isolating FC 

fabrics across a session and making them operate independently of one another. Since the iFCP 

gateway transmits encapsulated FC frames over TCP/IP, it needs to perform an encapsulation 

function in addition to regular FC services such as addressing, port login information, session 

establishments, and SNS registration [7, 16]. 

FCIP: 

Fibre Channel over Internet Protocol (FCIP), presented in RFC3821,  is another kind of 

FC-SAN to FC-SAN interconnection protocol which is based on the principle of interconnecting 

isolated FC-SANs using E_Port implementation. The main advantage of FCIP protocol is that 

the FC-SANs connected end-to-end are unaware of the existence of the TCP/IP channel that is 

acting as a tunnel to connect them. Since most companies have existing FC-SAN 

implementations, it is an attractive solution since this leaves FC services intact while enabling 

geographical extension [5, 4].A detailed explanation and the working principle of the FCIP 

protocol is presented in the following section. 
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iSCSI: 

Internet SCSI, defined in RF3270, specifies the mechanism to access SCSI devices over 

TCP/IP. The emergence of iSCSI has enabled the use of TCP/IP based components to be used 

for both storage systems as well as standard networking data, effectively cutting the necessity to 

deploy specialized fibre channel based devices for storage purposes. iSCSI is highly praised 

protocol for its efficiency of operation over long distances [6] [17]. 

iSCSI uses TCP as an underlying transport protocol in order to benefit from services 

provided by TCP, such as reliable in-order delivery of data, automatic retransmission of lost or 

unacknowledged data, flow control, and congestion avoidance mechanisms [18]. iSCSI defines 

its own data packets, commonly known as Protocol Data Units (PDU). Different types of PDUs 

are used to implement different functions used in session establishment, including SCSI 

inquiry/responses, data transfer and login requests/replies. iSCSI also uses a naming format just 

like fibre channel protocols which assigns a worldwide unique identifier for targets and initiators 

involved in a given communication. iSCSI is widely implemented and growing in deployment 

for host-to-storage system access using specialized HBAs as well as legacy network interface 

cards. 

2.3 The FCIP Protocol 

As stated in section 2.2.2, FCIP is a tunneling protocol which interconnects FC-SAN 

islands over a distance to enable SAN extension over TCP/IP. The FC-SANs interconnected by 

FCIP operate as if they are connected by a single Inter Switch Link (ISL) and they don’t possess 

any knowledge of the existence of the underlying IP Cloud. The major purpose of using the FCIP 

protocol is to ensure access to the disk, backup, and mirroring to remote FC sites is performed 

through IP networks [4]. Fibre channel frames used in communication of FC-SANs are not 

altered at all but simply encapsulated while crossing through the IP network. 
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The FCIP Model: 

The diagram below, figure 2.3, presents a pictorial model of the relationship between the 

FCIP protocol and other protocols involved in the FCIP tunnel model. 

 

Figure 2.3 The FCIP Model. 

Despite the simplicity presented in the high level FCIP model, the overall implementation 

involves detailed and complex component definitions that constitute the integral part of the FCIP 

protocol. The author presents the definition and the working principle of each component as it is 

stated in the RFC standard of the FCIP protocol. 

The FCIP Link: 
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Figure 2.4 TheFCIP Link 

The FCIP link shown above in figure 2.4 is the main and fundamental unit of service 

supplied by the FCIP protocol. It involves a single or multiple TCP connections that connect one 

FCIP Link End Point (FCIP_LEP) to another FCIP_LEP. Separate FC fabrics are connected 

using a FCIP link to form a unified fabric over the TCP/IP network as if they were connected 

using ISLs. FCIP Entities and FC Entities work in combination to provide an interface between 

the FC and IP. On a given FCIP link, each FC Entity is paired with exactly one FCIP Entity to 

deliver a complete interface between the FC fabric and IP network. An FCIP link and a pair of 

FC/FCIP entities form a non-fibre channel transport mode between fibre channel switches [4, 

19]. 

FCIP Entity: 

The FCIP entity model consists of two components, the FCIP control and Service Module 

and the FCIP Link End Point. The main function of the FCIP Entity is to receivenew TCP 

connection requests for the FCIP LEPs that it manages. To successfully serve connection 

requests, an FCIP Entity has at least one TCP port and an IP address set aside for new TCP 

connections. The FCIP Control and Service Module, which is part of the FCIP entity which 
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performs functions of link initialization, link dissolution, and an interface for an FC entity to 

major IP network feature, which most of the time are implementation dependent. 

FCIP Link End Point: 

As part of the FCIP Entity, an FCIP Link End Point consists of a single FCIP Data 

Engine for every TCP connection in an FCIP link. Whenever this is formed with a new FC/FCIP 

entity pair, new FCIP _LEP is created by the FCIP entity with one FCIP _DE. FCIP _LEP is 

used as a data conversion point between the FC entity and IP. On the very lowest level of 

communication, an ISL over TCP/IP is typically communication between two FCIP_LEPs. 

When communication between two FCIP_LEPs is progressing or alive, both FC end devices and 

IP devices are unaware of the existence of one another. TCP flow control is used by FCIP_LEP 

to manage the resources and match the window size for the receiver as advertised by the sender. 

FCIP Data Engine (FCIP_DE): 

The main task associated with the FCIP_DE is the encapsulation and de-encapsulation of 

fibre channel frames and managing FCIP frame transmissions over the TCP connection. As can 

be seen in figure 2.5 below, the FCIP_DE consists of four portals which sit between the FC 

entity and the IP network. 
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Figure 2.5 FCIP Data Engine Model 

• P1- Fibre Channel Frame Receiver Portal: 

It is the ingress point for FC frames and the corresponding time stamps from the FC entity. 

• P2 - Encapsulated Frame Transmitter Portal: 

The TCP interface exit point for the FCIP frame to the IP network 

• P3 – Encapsulated Frame Receiver Portal: 

A FCIP frame from the IP network enters the FCIP_DE through the TCP interface in this 

portal. 

• P4 – FC Frame Transmitter Portal: 

The FC frame from the FCIP_DE leaves the FC entity via this portal. 

The two main components of the FCIP_DE are the encapsulation and de-encapsulation 

engines [20]. Sending an FC frame from the FC entity on one end of the network to the other 

involves a series of steps. When an FC frame reaches the FC Frame receiver Portal with its time 

stamp, the frame is then forwarded to the encapsulation engine. The encapsulation engine 

performs all the necessary frame encapsulation and prepares it to be sent to the IP network 
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through the frame transmitter portal where the FCIP frame is injected into the IP network and 

transmitted according to the applicable TCP rules as specified by the IP network. 

When the FCIP frame is received at the corresponding FCIP entity of its destination, the 

encapsulated frame receiver portal takes over the frame and forwards it to the de-encapsulation 

engine for further processing. After performing all the necessary frame de-encapsulation and 

error checking, the FC frame will be sent to the FC entity through the frame transmitter portal. 

The FCIP Frame Format: 

Shown in the picture figure 2.6, the FCIP frame is the encapsulation of FC frames into IP 

frames and the FC frames are not altered by any means when they travel from the originator to 

the perceived destination. 

 

Figure 2.6 Encapsulated FCIP Frame Format 

From the picture above we can see that the fibre channel frame delimited by the SOF and 

CRC remains unchanged throughout the course of the session in consideration. It is vital to take 

a look at the FCIP header as it contains an important part of the information for the encapsulation 

and de-encapsulation of FC/FCIP frames as they cross through the FCIP_DE of the source and 

the destination from corresponding FC entities.  

Protocol #:  is the IANA assigned protocol number, where FCIP is 1. 

Version:  indicates the packet formatting in use, the current value is 1. 
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Figure 2.7 FCIP Frame Structure 

-Protocol:  is the one’s complement of the protocol field, it is used for verification. 

-Version:  is the one’s complement of the version field, this is also used for verification. 

-Encapsulating Protocol Specific: in FCIP frame encapsulation word 1 is the exact replication of 

Word 0:  in the FCIP protocol header.  

Word 2:  is a combination of protocol specific flags called pFlags, Reserved and –pFlags 

and –Reserved for validation with each occupying 8 bit space. The LSB and MSB of the pFlag 

bits are called SF (Special Frame) and Ch (Changed) bits. When the SF bit is set to 1, it indicates 

that the frame in consideration is FCIP Special Frame (FSF). The FSF frame is sent only in the 

first byte on each direction and is used when new TCP connections are formed; under other 

circumstances the SF bit should always be unset (0). 

- Flags:  is 6 bit long and contains CRC Valid (CRCV) flag to check for FC data integrity. 

- Frame Length:  is the FC packet length as expressed in 4 byte word. 

- CRC:  mostly ignored in FCIP implementations. 
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Figure 2.8 FCIP Special Frame format 

The FCIP Special Frame (FSF) format presented in figure 2.8 shows that there are source 

FC WWN, FCIP Entity, and destination FC WWN identifiers which are basic information 

necessary for operations like the identification of FCIP link endpoints. Every TCP connection 

request is identified distinctively using a 64-bit random number, called a connection nonce, 

generated during connection. Connection Usage Flag and Connection Usage Code are used to 

convey classes of service information used by FC devices and to locate appropriate QoS 

information in the databases of TCP connection information. The K_A_TOV (Keep Alive Time 

Out Value) is the value that will be applied when a new TCP connection is established.  

FCIP Special Frame (FSF) is used in a number of instances. FSFs are mostly exchanged 

when there is a need to identify new FCIP_LEPs, when exchanging critical parameters that are 

shared by FC/FCIP entity pairs used in FCIP links, and when configuring new discoveries. When 

a request for a new TCP connection is successfully accepted, FCIP entity will send FSF as the 

first byte transmitted on the new TCP connection. The FSF is expected to have all the necessary 

information and the node will save a copy of the FSF sent for comparison at later time. In receipt 
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of a proper FSF echo from the end node, the FCIP entity performs operations such as initiating 

proper QoS, the creation of FCIP_LEP, FCIP_DE, and informing the FC entity about these 

changes. 

Links in FC architecture are well known to operate with low latency and high throughput. 

While FCIP was designed to deliver functionally equivalent comparable performance to FC 

links, low latency and high throughput are not always guaranteed in IP networks. There have 

been a lot of options that ensure the performance metrics for the range of distance involved in IP 

networks, such as using private IP networks, but these are expensive solutions to implement. The 

better and more cost effective way to achieve such high performance metrics and reduce the 

probability of degraded FCIP data streams is to use IP QoS techniques to maintain optimal use of 

the IP network in consideration.  

Depending on the need and the complexity of implementation, QoS characteristics may 

be applied either to only all TCP connections at once, apply default set of QoS characteristics to 

FCIP entities, or using a complex mechanism to exchange QoS information every time a new 

TCP connection is created. The FCIP standard has recommends using some kind of preferential 

IP QoS mechanism to avoid experiencing performance degradation in using FCIP over IP 

networks. Even if multiple forms of QoS values have been placed as a recommendation, none of 

them are presented as a requirement on the specification document. Besides using different IP 

QoS forms, a number of different vendors offer different implementation, thus making 

interoperability between selected QoS forms yet another challenge. The idea that has been left 

open ended in the FCIP standard has been a major focus for of the author of this thesis. The 

study conducted in the thesis will establish the traffic load on the IP network and the use of 

different QoS values to ensure optimal use of IP network resources while maintaining the 

required performance level for FCIP related traffics. 
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2.4  IP QoS Types 

The internet has been designed to work as unregulated and without any QoS perspectives 

in mind, yet it has grown vastly and managing the system according to performance needs has 

become sophisticated and challenging. Applications suffer from congestion in a network usually 

caused by high demand for bandwidth over the available capacity, increase in traffic due to 

unpredictable flow and interconnection between faster links and low capacity wide area links 

[21]. QoS is generally defined as the ability to control network performance to service 

applications as per user or application requirements for performance and functionality. The most 

common QoS parameters that are encountered throughout, and those needed to be controlled by 

QoS, are delay, packet loss, jitter, availability, and throughput.  

Understanding application needs is necessary in order to apply QoS protections. 

Applications can be latency sensitive, packet loss intolerant, or bursty in nature, thus consuming 

most of the available resources, if not all. There are a number of models developed to provide 

QoS to different types of application all over the internet. Some of them are well suited for 

specific types of applications but may not be favorable for different ones. The sections below 

will briefly discuss the Integrated Service Architecture, Differentiated Service Architecture, 

Traffic Conditioning, and MPLS. 

2.4.1 IntServ: 

The fundamental principle behind the intServ architecture is the use of resource 

reservation. The intServ protocol emphasizes highly the need for resource allocation of every 

flow that has a QoS requirement between source and destination. The end-to-end signaling of 

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) is used to facilitate the QoS application at each and every 

node of the path to be followed by a specific flow [22].  
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The intServ model defines different classes of service per the delay requirements of 

applications which are guaranteed service, control load service, and best effort service. Since the 

intServ model defines flow as a basic unit of service, it uses Traffic specification (TSpec), which 

is the characterization of the flow over a given period of time; Service Request Specification 

(RSpec), which characterizes the QoS flow desired; and Flow Specification (flowspec), which is 

the combination of TSpec and Rspec that will be used for admission control decisions [23].  

Guaranteed Service: 

Guaranteed Service (GS) is a service class that ensures bounded delay and guaranteed 

bandwidth. Properly policed flows need not observe a queuing delay unless there are routing 

changes or network outages. The receiver end provides TSpec and RSpec values while 

requesting guaranteed service. The RSpec consists of service rate and time slack values which 

are the required bandwidth values and the incremental delay that can be tolerated by the sender. 

Nodes will then allocate a dedicated line which can provide approximately the same rate for the 

flow requested, and the applications will use this value to determine the maximum end-to-end 

delay that can occur between sender and receiver [23]. 

Control Load Service:  

CLS approximated the best effort behavior under unloaded conditions even when the 

network was heavily loaded. Under CLS class, applications are set to assume that most of the 

packets sent will be delivered to the destination and the packets that are delivered may not 

experience much higher delays than the minimum delay of any packet. The CLS service does not 

guarantee any form of bounded delay but it works for applications that perform well under best 

effort, yet are very sensitive to congestion in a network. Applications can request this service by 

just using the flow TSpec [23]. 
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IntServ offers highly simplified classes of service which can be applied to any type of 

application based on user requirements. The main advantage of the IntServ model is that it leaves 

the best effort service unchanged, which will not involve any changes to existing applications. 

Guaranteed service model plays a major role in delivering guaranteed service for mission critical 

and delay intolerant applications. The main disadvantage of the intServ model is that end-to-end 

service guarantee is impossible unless all nodes throughout the network support the intServ 

model. The main challenge yet for the intServ model is scalability which depends mostly on end-

to-end signaling and must maintain a per-flow state along every node in the path from source to 

destination [24]. 

2.4.2 Differentiated Service: 

Defined in RFC 2475, the diffServ architecture is modeled on the basic principle of 

classifying and conditioning traffic coming into the network using assigned behavior aggregate 

that can easily be recognized by an identification called a Differentiated Service Code Point [25]. 

The diffServ architecture makes classification of traffic by importance yet enables a different 

type of flow to be assigned different priorities. Service policies characterize one direction micro-

flows based on latency, jitter, and packet loss to allocate available network resources based on 

given classification. 
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Figure 2.9: Differentiated Service Topology. 

DiffServ works under a differentiated service domain which is a composition of multiple 

DS nodes that work within a unified service policy and Per-Hop-Behavior running on each 

node.Nodes that exist at the end points of a DS domain apply appropriate classification and 

marking in order to ensure accurate PHB groups are followed for packets crossing through a 

given DS domain, figure 2.9 [25]. 

 

Figure 2.10 DS Byte. 

Traffic Classification and Conditioning: 

• Classifiers: using the packet header information, classifiers perform classification of 

packets on a given traffic flow. Behavioral Aggregators classify packets based on DSCP 
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(Diff Service Code Point) values, and Multi Field (MF) classifiers use multiple fields 

together such as source and destination address, source and destination port, and more. 

• Traffic Profiles: for a set of traffic selected by a classifier, a traffic profile defines the 

properties of that specific traffic flow. It is an optional component of the traffic 

conditioning agreement. 

• Traffic conditioners: the traffic conditioner is usually composed of meters, markers and a 

shaper/dropper. The meter measures properties of a stream of packets received from the 

classifier. The meter forwards measured information with the packet to marker. Markers 

set the DS field of a packet as per set policies shown in figure 2.10, thus adding a DS 

behavior to the marked packets. Marking can be performed on all packets in the group, or 

applied to a specific group to identify PHB in a PHB group. Shapers, in turn, will buffer 

incoming packets to make them compliant with the selected profile. Packets may be 

dropped if buffer space is exhausted. Droppers drop packets that do not meet a certain 

traffic profile [25]. The overall all diffServ components are shown in the figure 2.11 

below. 

 

Figure 2.11DiffServ components.  
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In connection with the DiffServ architecture, RFC2597 and RFC2598 define the two 

most popular Per-Hop-Behaviors, Assured Forwarding and Expedited Forwarding. In the case of 

Assured Forwarding, incoming IP packets will be assigned different levels of AF classes with 

different drop precedence level. There are 4 AF classes, each of which supports 3 different types 

of drop precedence, like AF [1-4][1-3]. The lower the drop precedence number, the lower the 

drop probability for the packets in that specific class if congestion happens to be on the network.  

The assured forwarding of an IP packet depends on the amount of available resources allocated 

to the specific forwarding class, current load, and the configured drop level for the AF class the 

packet is part of [26].   

Expedited Forwarding characterizes a low loss and low latency forwarding class suitable 

for highly delay sensitive real time applications such as mixed voice and video traffics like video 

calls. EF is usually regarded as a premium service because the aggregate traffic marked as EF 

sees no or very little queuing, even under a sudden increase in traffic arrival rate well above the 

capacity of the links. The recommended code point for EF is 46 (101110) and it is implemented 

most of the time using software-based priority queues [27].  

2.4.3 MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching): 

A conventional routing scheme works under the ability of the nodes to select the next hop 

for incoming packets according to underlying routing algorithms in use. Choosing the next hop 

for a packet involves functions of a categorizing set of packets to a forwarding equivalence class 

(FEC) and mapping them to the next hop. MPLS is layer 3 switching technology which greatly 

helps the performance of systems to forward packets at backbone level.  

In MPLS architecture, figure 2.12, packets entering into the network are assigned a label 

and the packet is thus forwarded to the next hop based on this label information. This reduces the 

complex operation to be performed at each node, which requires the analysis of the packet’s 
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network layer information. The main advantage of using MPLS is that switches which do have 

the capability to perform table lookup, but yet fall short of the ability to analyze network layer 

hearers, can be used as part of the MPLS domain to perform forwarding functions since 

forwarding is done using label indexes [28]. 

Labels:  

A label is a fixed length identifier with a local significance to the node and is used to 

identify a particular FEC. A label put on a given packet signifies the FEC to which the packet 

belongs to. Destination addresses are the basis for label selection, but by no means should a label 

be considered as an encoding for a destination address.  Labels are created by mutual agreement 

of two nodes participating in an MPLS domain, yet called label switching routers (LSR), and the 

path to be followed by the packets labeled by the LSR is Label Switched Path (LSP).  

There are usually upstream and downstream LSRs where traffic originates from a specific 

LSR and enters the next LSR. Downstream nodes also announce the use of a specific label for a 

given forwarding class to upstream nodes using a label distribution protocol (LDP), which will 

help to prevent the use of the same labels by multiple LSRs which are not adjacent to the 

receiving LSR. 
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Figure 2.12 MPLS Architecture. 

The main advantage of using MPLS is the performance characteristics equivalent to layer 

2 networks, thus enabling forwarding at higher speed. The support provided by MPLS QoS 

services enables providers to maintain specified low-end-to-end latency since packets that need 

to be treated for high quality can be marked with MPLS labels. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter provides a brief survey of relevant research work conducted by various 

researchers in performance modeling of SANs and SAN extensions over geographic distances. 

Since most FCIP and remote mirroring technique implementations are proprietary and closed to 

public inspection, finding papers which revolve around remote mirroring and IP-SANs became a 

challenge. Thus this paper shades a light on IP-SAN system which hasn’t been closely examined. 

In [29], Min Wang, Liu Liu, et al, discuss the analytical performance modeling of IP-

SANs. In their experiment the authors discuss the importance of analyzing IP-SANs components 

into IP network, cache, RAID and disks. The authors present an analytical performance model of 

a complex storage system by breaking it down into simpler subcomponents. The overall model 

has been broken down to represent the performance of individual systems as if they were 

independent of each other.  

The independent analytical model presented gives the performance metric of each 

subsystem. The network model presented by the authors is used to compute the total time taken 

by the application request from client to storage server with attached Network Block Device 

(NBD). The total time is thus a result of round trip time, processing delay, system delay, and 

bandwidth. The authors did not mention the effect of the extra work load within the IP network 

which is not directed either towards the server or the client. The cache model defines the 

different levels of data in a cache that can be accessed such as read ahead hit and reference hit 

or cache miss where data is not available in the cache.  

Although the cache model doesn’t present the effect of congestion and loss inside the IP 

network on the reported cache miss and hit, it serves as a better standing point of deep analysis 
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with a detailed caching scheme. The authors also presented a RAID model, such as probability of 

accessing a given disk within a RAID and that of disk service time within a given IO service 

load. Both have been researched well in the past. The authors presented their evaluation of their 

analytical model with synchronous and asynchronous workload where it is compared with results 

from a real system. The authors noted a relative error of up to 60% in the synchronous workload 

case, which implies much about the challenges faced in modeling IP-SAN systems under 

different workloads. Even though the research presented by the authors does not specifically 

study remote mirroring and IP-SAN when used for geographical expansion, it shades the light on 

the characteristics of IP-SAN systems in general and the challenges faced during the study of 

these complex systems. 

In a research paper presented by Andrea Bianco, Luca Giraudo and David Hay, [30], the 

authors studied the possibility of using optimal resource allocation techniques for disaster 

recovery. The research paper discusses the mechanism of data protection to an offsite location to 

achieve a resilient system and enable disaster recovery. The authors of the paper mainly consider 

the case of live virtual machine migration as a model to the optimal use of resources to speed up 

recovery process at a remote site. The author’s main focus on the research was the use of 

algorithms to allocate on-site and off-site resources efficiently, such as storage spaces and 

network nodes between multiple sites. 

Even though the authors did not state actual selection of transport protocol to achieve live 

migration between multiple sites, the research briefs the general use of select protocols since the 

optimization focuses mainly on storage items and the number of network nodes. The authors 

defined a set of problems called the network aware problem and the disaster recovery problem. 

The main objective behind the network aware problem as defined by the authors is minimizing 

the maximum number of hops Virtual Machines (VMs) pass through while migrating to a remote 
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site with a backup storage. The second part of the problem definition is about disaster recovery 

problem which focuses on minimizing loading on backup sites which host VMs after a failure on 

primary sites. This part of the problem is purely network unaware which is independent of the 

underlying network infrastructure.  

Since the amount of resources such as CPU and storage cannot be known beforehand, the 

authors assume the use of uniformly distributed resources across all sites. Thus using the above 

premises the authors propose a polynomial time algorithm to solve hybrid Network Constrained 

Disaster Recovery Problems and Disaster Recovery Constrained Network Aware Problems. The 

authors presented the results of their proposed algorithms, both non-hybrid and hybrid, with 

simulations pertaining to network performances. The authors also suggested the use of complex 

hybrid algorithms to analyze these kinds of systems. The authors also suggest the performance of 

these algorithms is impacted by network connectivity, number of VMs and non-uniform resource 

distributions, but did not mention how badly they can perform in real time systems.  The research 

paper provided by these authors shows the complexity of modeling such big systems using a 

general approach which is more complex in real time than it is perceived theoretically. 

In a research paper presented by Munefumi Tsurusawa, Takahiro Miyamoto, et al [31], 

the authors discuss the experimental validation of fibre channel over Multi-Protocol Label 

Switching (MPLS) in wide area networks. The authors discuss the challenges of extending Fibre 

Channel SANs through wide area networks. The authors mention the use of packet switched 

networks to as a solution to extend FC SANs may not yield satisfactory results whenever IP 

networks suffer from congestion. Thus, in order to address the issues arising from the 

performance degradation encountered by the use of purely TCP/IP mechanism, the authors 

propose the use of FC over MPLS technology as an alternative implementation of FC-SAN 

extension. The researchers base their research for the feasibility of the FC/MPLS mechanism on 
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the studies done by the pseudo wire emulation edge-to-edge (IETF PWE3) and the ANSI T11 

committee as FC-BB-4. Extensive study was conducted to ensure the technical feasibility of 

using MPLS with FC protocol by mainly focusing on use of Psudeo Wire (PW) which would 

enable the delivery of fibre channel service over MPLS. The FC/MPLS protocol frame would 

include a MPLS label, a PW label, and control word on top of the FC frame which can be 

realized using MPLS based ring that fulfills resilient packet ring (RSR) functionality.  

After implementation and performance testing on a sample real time system, the authors 

validated the feasibility of FC/MPLS technology. Even though the feasibility of FC/MPLS 

technology promises a new dimension of service delivery for service providers, the limited 

nature of the technology only to MPLS may not result in high deployment of this system in the 

future. 

As can be noted from previous research works reviewed above, there is no 

comprehensive model that depicts the characteristics of SANs during operation through IP-

WANs or MANs. Availability of sufficient resources as well as lack of previous studies 

contributed to the limited amount of research performed in these areas. Each author worked to 

simplify future studies using the theoretical analysis as well as sample implementation. 

From the challenges faced from the above related research work and the complex nature 

of IP SAN extensions through MAN/WAN links, this thesis mainly focuses on narrowing down 

the core elements where performance would significantly be affected when SAN extensions are 

already in use. Thus, the author decided to take a closer look the performance of FCIP protocol 

under synchronous mirroring between two sites and provide an accurate mathematical model 

which helps to future analyze these complex systems step by step. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION 

 

The overall idea of having storage area networks separated geographically is to ensure 

data is available when needed despite catastrophic disasters either man made or natural. For two 

sites separated geographically we need to ensure data at the secondary site is consistent and most 

of the time an exact copy of what we have at the primary site. Different kinds of remote 

mirroring techniques have been devised through time to achieve data consistency between sites. 

All methods developed so far have their own positive and negative aspects with respect to 

application performance, cost, content at specific time, and operation distance. The main 

contenders of data mirroring techniques used so far are synchronous mirroring and asynchronous 

mirroring. 

4.1 Synchronous Mirroring vs. Asynchronous Mirroring 

The mirroring concept is highly dependent on the selection of disaster recovery planning 

by system administrators. Data is priceless and in most cases losing data is not an option at all. 

Remote mirroring is usually an expensive operation deployed to protect and save data usually 

deemed as priceless, such as banking information. 

The defining parameter considered when choosing mirroring solutions are Recovery 

Point Objective (RPO) and Recovery Time Objective (RTO). RTO is the measure of the time 

required for a particular site to resume operation after a disaster. It is defined as the maximum 

time a given organization can stand while the system is down. RPO determines how fresh the 

data is after a disaster. RPO determines how much data loss an organization can tolerate after the 

last data write before disaster.  
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Synchronous mirroring is a technique where all writes at the primary site are replicated to 

the remote site at the same time. The data at both the primary site and remote site are identical at 

any point in time, thus making synchronous mirroring a zero RPO operation. Synchronous 

mirroring is highly dependent on network parameters mainly on available bandwidth and 

latency. Having sufficient bandwidth is a major factor when applications contend for priority. 

During this period application writes may suffer since writes are acknowledged as complete 

when data at remote site is consistent with the primary site.  

Data loss during mirroring due to congestion impacts the applications wait time arising 

from retransmissions. Since the primary site and the remote site are geographically separated, the 

propagation of data is directly related to the network distance between the two. Thus, network 

latency due to propagation also impacts the write performance of the system.  

Asynchronous mirroring is a technique where in writes are first acknowledged by the 

primary site and mirroring of data occurs in later time. Asynchronous mirroring is less restrictive 

in network parameter requirements since mirroring occurs after application completes write at 

primary site and there is no hard synchronization requirement between primary and remote site. 

Async. mirroring is less costly solution yet and easy to implement. RPO may suffer 

during disaster at the primary site since all the data may not be copied to the remote site when 

disaster happens at the primary site. The availability is also dependent on the selection of RTO 

when system is designed putting organization to risk of great loss of data and service restart time. 

Synchronous mirroring can be a model for applications that require a high degree of 

consistency such as Operating System migration between sites, financing, banking, stock 

brokerage exchanges and marketing values at a given time, defense and sensitive government 

applications as well as disaster recovery providers. Thus sync mirroring is used as a model for 

the purpose of this thesis to model network sensitive and latency sensitive applications. 
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4.2 Primary Site and Secondary Site Setup 

Building data centers with large scale deployment of servers, storage systems and 

infrastructures is a costly operation and needs rigorous planning well in advance. Organizations 

of this capacity usually implement multiple site strategy to protect consumer data and to ensure 

business continuity. The test bed setup, shown in figure 4.1, used in this thesis simulates the real 

time environment sufficient enough to be used for study and analysis of the operation of large 

scale datacenters.  Selection of hardware and software has been done carefully to resemble real 

time environment.  The primary site is composed of an industry standard Dell™ PowerEdge 

2600 server with Windows™ Server 2003 with LSI™ FC929 Dual Port Fibre Channel HBA, 

high performance 3994 RAID Core LSI™ Storage Subsystem, CISCO ™ MDS 9120 Fibre 

Channel Fabric Switch, and a CISCO™ MDS 9216i FCIP gateway switch. The secondary site is 

a replica of the primary site with same hardware types except for the LSI™ 2882 high 

performance RAID Core Storage Subsystem in use. The gateway points on each side are 

connected with standardized Windows XP and Ubuntu 10.04 hosts which simulate real time IP 

traffic exchange within the IP cloud. 

4.3 IP Cloud Setup 

The IP cloud is setup to resemble a service provider network composed of high capacity 

4 CISCO™ Catalyst 6506-E high performance switches that are mostly deployed through core 

levels of service provider networks.  
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Figure 4.1 Test Bed Setup. 

4.4 Traffic generation 

The simulation setup for this specific research involves use of a high capacity traffic 

generator to create real-time-like voice and video data that will contend for media with mirroring 

traffic between the primary and secondary site. Distributed Internet Traffic generator (D-ITG) is 

a traffic simulation tool which helps simulation of data traffic which closely models a stochastic 

process for Inter Departure Time and Packet Size variables [32]. The overall idea of traffic 

modeling and simulation is to generate symbolic yet close to real time flow that passes through 

the network. Understanding network characteristics allows modeling of real-time system and 

derives possibilities where performance guarantees are applicable and what kind of traffic 

engineering solutions are possible in a diversified internet technology. The DITG tool is open-

source based and a highly suitable traffic simulator which supports a wide variety of traffic 

distribution patterns as well as a different range of real time data such as web browsing, real-time 

voice, video and bulk UDP and TCP transmissions. Besides the support of different protocols, 

DITG uses different packet size data to and from the sender.  
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Based on applications and user requirement, DITG also sets the TOS fields in the packets 

transmitted from source to destination. Traffic flow has been performed with multiple hosts on 

both ends of the network to create an estimated load on the main IP cloud service provider 

network. Voice data with Poisson inter departure time and constant packet size has been running 

to create a load on both sides of the network as per standard link properties. While the DITG has 

been running with the defined traffic flow, site to site synchronous replication has been running 

with different data ranges to analyze and drive a model on how the mirroring application is 

affected with different levels of link load. The result of the overall simulation and the 

mathematical model which depicts the characteristics observed is presented in the next chapter. 

A hypothetical experiment is also performed where optimal resource usage can be achieved to 

enable a better performance for time sensitive synchronous mirroring applications and similar 

flows.  

4.5 Results 

The traffic generator has been fine tuned to yield the required link utilization values as 

expressed in the link utilization ratio. The same amount of traffic has been flowing on the rx as 

well as tx direction of the links with a link load amount ranging from 0-75%. To study the time 

required to synchronize voluminous storage traffic, large chunks of random data have been 

written in binary ranges of 1-16GB in the primary volumes which will be mirrored to the 

secondary volumes.   
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Table 4.1 Experimental Results 

Data Size [GB] Tsync[min] 0% 

load 

Tsync[min] 25% 

load 

Tsync[min] 50% 

load 

Tsync[min] 75% 

load 

1 1.167 1.658 2.434 5.1 

2 3.375 4.341 6.683 15.891 

4 6.717 8.683 13.384 31.109 

8 14.034 17.492 27.233 61.909 

16 27.467 34.608 53.550 123.4 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Experimental Synchronization time vs. Data size  

As seen from Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2 above, the time required to synchronize increases 

as the amount of data increases. The other important factor we need to observe is that the time 
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required for synchronization increases exponentially due to the nature of the back-off algorithm 

used by the TCP congestion avoidance mechanism as the link becomes loaded with traffic. This 

is a major concern to service providers, and system architects as well as customers, since the 

wide area networks are not only dedicated for mirroring but also for millions of internet users. 

Identifying how the system reacts to dynamic link loads is critical in designing efficient, fault 

tolerant, and resilient systems that react accordingly while minimizing the time required in 

recovering data in time of loss and system expansion. The following chapter explains the 

mathematical model devised for a general synchronous case and compares the model with the 

actual results. MPLS/IP QoS is applied to the setup to show how the system performance 

improves as compared to the best effort scenario. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS AND MODELING 

 

Synchronous replication is highly dependent on available bandwidth and reacts 

unpredictably to changes in networking parameters. The internet is composed of millions of 

nodes where a single application cannot determine what would go wrong at a given time. From a 

service providers’ point of view, nodes within their domain of administration are controllable 

and resources can be shared as per traffic characteristics by setting premium priorities. In order 

to categorize traffic based on resource needs, we need to first understand application natures and 

analyze the impacts of changing parameters within the network. Most data flow within a service 

provider networks are composite in nature and all require preferential or regular treatment to 

reach the presumed destination.  

Our main goal on this thesis is to mathematically model the synchronization time that it 

would take for two datacenters that are geographically separated. Synchronous mirroring 

requires data on both primary and secondary datacenters to be identical at a given time, thus 

presenting unsatisfactory, and sometimes unacceptable, application level performance. The 

problem of assigning optimum resources is not only dependent on resources that can be used, but 

by also other traffics that are contending to access the media within which the service provide 

exists. 

5.1  Mathematical Model 

Network centric parameters within a given network include user controllable values that 

can be set and unset depending on system administration requirements. But some network centric 

parameters tend to be uncontrollable by users which need to be included in any reasonable 

assumption to contain the effects of these values. The major components of the network-centric 
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parameters play a major role in defining application performance and overall depict how results 

may change with changing values. 

The modeling is based on a simple network model that interconnects two data centers that 

are separated geographically. The components within the network nodes are presented as a black 

box model to simplify implementation details and reduce the complexity involved in evaluating 

the overall performance.  

 

Figure 5.1 Abstract Datacenter to Datacenter model 

As can be seen from figure 5.1, we have two datacenters represented by the FC nodes and 

connected to the service provider IP cloud with an FCIP gateways represented by the FCIP 

nodes. The service provider node is represented by four of the IP nodes connected to one another 

with a link of capacity B1, B2, B3 and B4. We define the following parameters as the basis of 

the model. Due to the fact that FCIP protocol is the transmission of FC frames encapsulated 

within TCP/IP, there is a direct and sound impact of TCP and IP parameters on the performance 

and values of the estimated time required to complete a given application to synchronize over the 

network.  
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For simplicity purpose we assume datacenters to FCIP gateways will have sufficient link 

bandwidth as they are dedicated connections within the datacenters.  

Let: 

Bi  = the link capacity of the i
th 

link (in MBps) through the path between datacenter A and B. 

Mj = the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) in bytes of the j
th 

node within the IP network 

D  = the data size in bytes to be synchronously mirrored between datacenter A and B 

F  = Frame size in bytes through link layer (MTU + Ethernet header) 

Tsyn  = total time to synchronize D amount of data from site to site. 

β = link utilization in % 

Before presenting the complete mathematical modeling, it is necessary to mention the 

fact that within a given TCP node, the maximum amount of user data that can be carried in one 

transmission is the Maximum Segment Size (MSS) , equation (5.1) [33].  

MSSmax is given by  

MSSmax=  MTU-(TCP+IP Headers)       (5.1) 

As mentioned in section 2.2 of the FCIP protocol, we have an actual header that includes 

FC, and FCIP headers besides regular TCP and IP headers. Thus the overall header count in 

determining the MSS for the data to be transported site to site will be: 

MSSact = MTU – (TCP + IP + FC + FCIP) headers     (5.2) 

The total value of these headers in finding the actual MSS value in equation (5.2) is 

104bytes. We have also taken into account the link load parameters observed in links configured 

for TCP/IP. The loading characteristics which signifies the link utilization is an actual indicator 

of the amount of the link in use currently. The link utilization is presented as percentage of the 

available bandwidth with 1/255 loading been 0 percent loading and 255/255 as 100 percent 

loading. The loading factor is also represented as a good indicator of how flows act in case of 
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congestion. The overall mode depicts a standard exponential distribution which multiples the 

time required to complete a given synchronization exponentially as the link utilization grows.  

The overall model derived to estimate the time required to compete site to site 

synchronization thus considers the minimum path MTU with the network, the minimum 

available bandwidth, link utilization, and the actual time it takes for propagation, which is 

dependent on separation distance and media type used. The time required thus will be directly 

proportional to the amount of data and yet inversely proportional to the available bandwidth. 

Thus, 

T α D 

T α 1/B 

Since link utilization determines the amount of available bandwidth, we present β, which 

is the faction of link utilization. Thus at a given traffic flow, available link bandwidth can be 

represented as B(1-β). We have also seen from the previous chapter that synchronous mirroring 

behaves much in an exponential way when loading on the link increases. After a thorough 

experimenting and study of statistical models, exponential standard distribution fits accurately to 

model the resulting characteristics of the mirroring scheme. Putting the above facts and 

assumptions together, we get: total synchronization time in equation (5.3). 

Tsync�min	 = �∗

���������,..��������  "#�$#%&'(∗ ����)�,…��∗��� +'∗ ,
-

.
/

 + Tpro   (5.3) 

The above model is the estimation of the time required for site-to-site synchronous write. 

This model cannot be applied for read operations because read operations do not need to be 

performed from remote site except in case of disaster where the remote site takes the role of the 

primary site. The read modeling is not part of this thesis as it involves complex block level 

analysis, thus making it beyond the scope of this research work.  
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We will also ignore the propagation time involved for the simulation purpose due to its 

insignificance as compared to the amount of time it takes to complete the transfer of big size 

data, but pronounce the effect of higher separation distance in real time implantation. The 

estimate received from the above model plays a significant role in picking what kind of 

performance requirement we need when designing our remote datacenters to give system 

analysts the opportunity to select different measures to ensure applications perform as per the 

expected set of requirements. The simulation results project a close resemblance between the 

modeled values and the actual real time values observed. Results are also presented based on 

select IP QoS DSCP values within an MPLS network to verify that significant performance 

improvements can be achieved with appropriate values. 

The following table presents the estimated time required for synchronization for the 

model developed above. Same data size parameters and link utilization is used in table 5.1 as in 

table 4.1. The plots for the corresponding values are also presented in a 3-d graph to summarize 

the relation between time required for synchronization, link utilization, and data size to be 

transmitted.  

Table 5.1 Estimated Time of Synchronization 

Data Size [GB] Tsync[min] 0% 

load 

Tsync[min] 25% 

load 

Tsync[min] 50% 

load 

Tsync[min] 75% 

load 

1 1.556 2.255 3.677 7.99 

2 3.112 4.51 7.353 15.984 

4 6.224 9.02 14.706 31.969 

8 12.449 18.041 29.412 63.938 

16 24.897 36.081 58.826 127.876 
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Figure 5.2 Estimated Synchronization Time vs. Link Utilization  

 

Figure 5.3 3-d projections of Synchronization Time, Link Utilization and Data Size 
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5.2 Comparison 

As can be seen from the above graph, the model derived thus far presents highly accurate 

real time behavior of synchronous mirroring under different traffic circumstances as well as 

varying data sizes. The model clearly serves as the upper limit of the synchronization time it 

takes site to site. We also need to consider the site-to-site separation between any two data 

centers. Adding this fact will effectively help us to state that the model derived above will put set 

the upper limit on how synchronous mirroring reacts to different network-centric parameter 

changes such as loading and maximum transmission unit which most of the time constitute the 

major bottlenecks encountered by data traffic. A comparison graph shows the overall picture of 

the real-time Vs ideal model results.  

 

Figure 5.4 Real time Vs. Ideal model
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5.3 Results with IP-MPLS/QoS 

As stated in section 2.4, MPLS is a powerful protocol which gives applications wire 

speed by assigning tags rather than following routing and complex routing algorithms. One of 

the major benefits of using MPLS is that applications will not be subject to high service time and 

wait time at network nodes, yet highly enabling routers at full available rate. The use of IP-QoS 

comes in to play when deciding what kind of priority a specific class of traffic requires as 

compared to other traffics arriving at the same node. QoS benefits the assigned flow by giving 

preferential treatment even when servicing uncategorized applications as closely as they would 

perform under regular operations. The nodes that carry traffics in the above service provider 

model are marked to operate with MPLS while traffics that specifically carry mirroring 

application have been given a DSCP 11 value, which corresponds to AF11, which translates to a 

low-drop probability within a lowest class QoS level. The results of the experiment conducted 

with the same parameter as in table 4.1 except for the application of QoS parameters are 

presented in the table below 

Table 5.2 Synchronization time Vs. Link Utilization 

Data Size [GB] Tsync[min] 0% 

load 

Tsync[min] 25% 

load 

Tsync[min] 50% 

load 

Tsync[min] 75% 

load 

1 1.142 1.584 2.241 3.465 

2 3.383 4.385 6.45 10.175 

4 6.684 8.741 12.841 20.309 

8 13.375 17.458 25.313 39.092 

16 26.775 34.915 50.5 79.859 
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Figure 5.5Synchronization Time vs. Link Utilization with QoS 

The comparison graph presented below shows some important points. We can see that the 

system performs well compared to the regular system without QoS values applied until about the 

link utilization reaches half of the link capacity. These values help us to maintain a close system 

which works well under significant loading change. We can also see that when the link 

utilization starts to rise beyond this point, the system acts accordingly to main a performance 

level comparable to the one with lower link utilization. The vital part of the values observed help 

us to decide that under varying traffic conditions, the performance values would remain close to 

ideal values while scoring a better time when the loading increases significantly.  

The saving observed impacts the system design process in such a way that without any 
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(AF) level which is the lowest class in the assured forwarding category (section 2.4).  When the 

system needs to add new systems and perform scaled out expansion, we can move out mirroring 

traffics to a higher class assured forwarding group, leaving the lower class assured forwarding 

group to a new traffic class that would assume the approximate characteristics as the previous 

mirroring case. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Synchronization Time vs. Link Utilization Comparison (with/without QoS) 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this research work, the author has studied different IP-SAN extension mechanisms 

which are widely used to save user data from disasters. The vastness and the complexity of the 

components involved in IP-SAN extension usually brings a significant challenge to analyze and 

model accordingly. By maintaining key parameters involved and performing rigorous 

experiments, the author has come up with an approximate model that simulates the performance 

of SANs that are geographically separated.  

The mathematical model derived presents the upper limit of most synchronous mirroring 

applications under different loading condition in IP networks. System architects and service 

providers thus benefit from the model by computing the expected system performance under 

various loading condition through their IP networks. The application of QoS shows the 

improvement of performance that can be achieved based on select assured forwarding parameters 

and the use of MPLS core. The selection of AF11 is an indicator on how the system performance 

can be greatly improved by applying QoS to our mission-critical storage traffics.  

Even though application of QoS greatly improves the performance of our synchronous 

mirroring selection, it should be kept in mind that future expansion on the system when selecting 

AF values. Applying higher AF values guarantees better performance that lower AF values, but 

consideration needs to be made if there can occur new systems which may require higher 

resource constraints than the synchronous mirroring applications. The author above 

demonstrated that the selection of these parameters would in fact give better than expected 

values for synchronous mirroring applications while maintaining approximate service for all the 

applications involved. 
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Future Work: 

Most of IP-SAN solutions require stringent resources to meet performance goals. 

Performance requirements can be overcome by using either IP side resources or SAN side. IP 

side techniques which would take this further involve the study of queuing systems. The strong 

modeling and understanding of queuing systems simplifies the design constraints and 

implementation details by revealing what kind of QoS would actually guarantee the expected 

results. Studies have been conducted on queuing theories and mathematical modeling of QoS 

systems, but not in with respect to storage system traffics specifically FCIP data.  

Various studies are also being conducted in minimizing data writes to disks and remote 

systems using data de-duplication techniques which significantly reduce the overhead involved 

in writing data to different systems. Data de-duplication techniques require understanding of 

complex de-duplication algorithms as well as implementation details. 
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